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Abstract: The safe approach distance detection of large construction equipment in substations is
important to ensure the safety and stability of the power system, as well as to prevent equipment
damage, power outages and other accidents. The current method is unable to intelligently distinguish
construction equipment from power equipment and realize real-time safety approach distance
detection. Therefore, this paper constructs a safety approach distance detection system for large-scale
construction equipment in substations based on stereo vision and target detection, and realizes
real-time high-precision safe approach distance detection between large-scale construction equipment
and electric power equipment. Firstly, the system distinguishes construction equipment from power
equipment using a GhostNet-based substation construction target detection model. Secondly, the
system obtains spatial information regarding the operation scene using a lightweight stereo matching
model based on channel attention, then calculates the spatial surface center of the target based on the
spatial information and detection results, and finally calculates the safety approach distance between
construction equipment and power equipment. Compared with MobileNetv3-YOLOv4, the map
and the recall rate of the proposed method are improved by 13.1% and 29.0%; compared with the
AnyNet stereo matching method, the proposed method decreases the end point error and 3 pixels
error by 34.2% and 25.8%. The actual data show that the detection speed of the proposed method
is 19.35 frames per second, and the mean absolute error is 0.942 m and the mean relative error is
3.802%. This method can accurately measure the safe approach distance in real time in real scenarios
to guarantee the safety of personnel and equipment.

Keywords: substation construction; construction equipment; safe approach distance; object detection;
stereo match; attention mechanisms

1. Introduction

Large construction equipment is one of the important means of upgrading and reno-
vating substations, and the degree of standardization of the operation of large construction
equipment directly affects the safety and stable operation quality of the power grid [1,2].
Typically, during substation upgrades, large construction equipment is used at a height for
a short period of time and covering a large area, which makes supervision difficult. Exist-
ing methods, such as manually placing reference warning signs, are difficult to supervise
effectively, and collisions with large construction equipment in substations are common [3].
For example, in a substation in Chongqing, China, in 2021, a crane collided with power
equipment at a distance during the construction of a 220 kV equipment renovation, result-
ing in the loss of power to five 220 kV substations, with a loss of load of approximately
296,000 kW and 323,000 out-of-service customers. Therefore, it is important to study the
safety distance detection method of large construction equipment to ensure the safety of
power equipment and the safe and stable operation of the power grid [4].
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Currently, manual monitoring [5,6], electric field monitoring [7–9] and equipment
positioning [10–12] are the main methods for monitoring the safe approach distance of
large construction equipment. Manual supervision mainly includes on-site supervision and
video monitoring. On-site supervision mainly relies on safety supervision personnel to set
up warning signs in advance and limit the operating area of large construction equipment
to achieve safe approach distance control [5]. Video monitoring mainly uses surveillance
cameras to conduct real-time supervision by safety monitoring personnel to regulate the
operation behavior [6]. However, manual monitoring methods have problems such as
reliance on personnel subjectivity and the inability to accurately monitor safety distances
in real time.

The method based on electric field monitoring directly measures the electric field
strength of equipment and estimates the safe approach distance from construction equip-
ment to substation equipment, taking into account various factors such as the changing
characteristics of the electric field threshold at the work site. The authors of [7] propose
a two-layer monitoring architecture, where the lower slave realizes the electric field mea-
surement function and the upper host monitors the operation of the slave, and the double
monitoring of the safety proximity distance is realized by measuring the high-voltage
electric field and converting it into an electric signal and directly issuing a warning when
the current exceeds the set value. The authors of [8] realized a high-precision safe approach
distance warning for large construction equipment, based on a combination of multiple sen-
sors, mainly measuring the field strength around the power equipment, and supplemented
with ultrasonic measurements. The authors of [9] realized an extremely high-precision
multi-occasion electric field sensor by investigating the principle of multi-dimensional
horizontal electric field coupling calculation to meet the actual production requirements of
critical distance warning. However, due to factors such as the easy distortion of the electric
field in the substation environment and difficulty in accurately measuring the electric field
strength, this method has significant distance detection errors.

The method, which is based on construction equipment positioning technology, uses
Ultra-Wideband (UWB), Global Positioning System (GPS) and other positioning technolo-
gies to accurately monitor the spatial location of the equipment and calculate the safe
distance between the construction equipment and the electrical equipment based on known
spatial information about the live equipment. Reference [10] was based on the UWB,
combined with video monitoring, to achieve crane and boom positioning, so as to calculate
the distance from the crane to the electrical equipment and realize the construction equip-
ment over limit alarm. Based on 3D modeling technology, the authors of [11] achieved
active early warning for substation construction vehicles accidentally approaching power
equipment by transforming the coordinate parameters and automatically generating the
working area. Reference [12] combines UWB and 3D modeling technology to construct a
substation operation safety management and control system, which realizes the function
of personnel and vehicle qualification examination before substation operation and the
real-time positioning of personnel and tools during operation. However, the substation
upgrade process would change the type, number and location of equipment in the work
area, and it is difficult to obtain accurate three-dimensional information of the new power
equipment in real time using this method, resulting a blind spot in monitoring.

In recent years, scholars have started to try to implement safe approach distance
monitoring methods for power systems through image distance measurement technol-
ogy [13]. The image distance measurement method aims to obtain the spatial information
of the operation object by taking images from different angles for stereo matching and
by calculating the disparity, to achieve the safe approach distance measurement [14,15].
Traditional stereo matching methods refer to the prediction of parallax through four steps
of matching cost calculation, cost aggregation, disparity calculation and disparity opti-
mization, and do not use deep learning frameworks [16]. Reference [17] estimated the
tree height and line tree distance of transmission corridors by analyzing images taken
by satellites from two different angles. The authors of [18] used a semi-global matching
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method for parallax calculation and applied a machine learning nearest neighbor search
feature matching algorithm to obtain a set of matching point mappings, which yielded
high-precision charging hole matching and localization results. It can be seen that image
distance measurement techniques can obtain power scene distance information, but tradi-
tional stereo matching techniques have large errors in weak textured, highly reflective and
obscured areas [19]. Current methods based on image distance measurement technology
cannot obtain high-precision three-dimensional distance information in real time, and
accurate three-dimensional information is essential for the safe distance detection of large
construction equipment in substations.

The rapid development of machine learning and deep learning is expected to com-
pletely change the feature extraction capabilities in the field of stereo matching [20]. Deep
learning-based binocular stereo matching methods have started to show huge performance
advantages in recent years [21]. Reference [22] first used convolutional neural networks
and implemented stereo matching across cost crossings on the basis of costing. Based on
this, the authors of [23] achieved high-precision spatial geometry information acquisition
based on a spatial pyramid pooling module and inflated convolution. Actual construction
operation safety control needs to achieve instantaneous 3D information sense knowledge.
Reference [24] downscaled 3D cost volumes and learned through 2D convolution to achieve
fast stereo matching and distance detection. In order to effectively utilize image high-
frequency information such as texture, color variations, sharp edges, etc., reference [25]
proposes an error-aware refinement module that fuses high-frequency information from
the original left image and allows the network to learn error-correcting capabilities, which
can produce excellent fine details and sharp edges. The application of an image distance
measurement technique for the safe approach distance detection of large construction
equipment therefore becomes possible.

Summarizing the previous research results on safe approach distance detection meth-
ods for large construction equipment in substations, the current method is difficult to adapt
to the complex scenarios of substations that are constantly changing with construction, and
it is hard to distinguish between electrical equipment and construction equipment, and
difficult to balance detection accuracy and detection speed. For the purpose of detecting
the safe approach distance between large construction equipment and electrical equipment
with high accuracy and speed, and to improve the generalization of the safety distance
detection of large construction equipment in substations, this paper constructs a framework
for the safe approach distance detection of large construction equipment in substations
based on stereo vision and object detection, and proposes a lightweight collaborative de-
tection model for the safe approach distance of large construction equipment. The main
contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

(1) A framework for the safe distance detection of large construction equipment in sub-
stations based on stereo vision and object detection is constructed, and a lightweight
collaborative detection model for the safe approach distance of large construction
equipment based on stereo matching and object detection is proposed to quickly
and accurately detect the distance between large construction equipment and electri-
cal equipment in substations, and improve the efficiency of substation construction
equipment control.

(2) The GhostNet-based substation construction lightweight detection method can improve
detection speed and accuracy by introducing a GhostNet lightweight feature extraction
module and ECANet attention module, especially for substation construction scene
images with complex backgrounds and a large number of equipment types.

(3) The channel attention-based lightweight stereo matching model, which is based on
a multi-stage binocular stereo matching model, is able to adapt to the complex and
changing environment of substation construction by introducing the ECANet attention
module, which enables the real-time acquisition of high-precision 3D spatial information.
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(4) By comparing with traditional power distance detection methods, the superiority
of the proposed method for detecting the safe approach distance between large
construction equipment and power equipment in substations is verified.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 proposes a safe approach
distance monitoring system for large construction equipment in substations based on stereo
vision and object detection. Section 3 presents the lightweight collaborative detection model
for the safe approach distance of large construction equipment based on stereo matching
and object detection and its improvements. In Section 4, experimental results are presented
to validate the proposed approach and conclusions are drawn.

2. A Framework for the Safe Approach Distance Detection of Large Construction
Equipment in Substations Based on Stereo Vision and Object Detection

Substation construction operations have a large construction area, numerous adjacent
pieces of equipment and changes in the construction environment, and most of the opera-
tional risks occur instantaneously when approaching power equipment. There are also high
operational risks, a high level of difficulty in control and blind spots in control areas [26]. In
order to realize the real-time high-precision safe approach distance detection of substation
construction equipment and power equipment, this paper constructs a framework for the
safe approach distance detection of large construction equipment in substations based on
stereo vision and target detection ideas.

2.1. Method Architecture

This framework adopts binocular cameras to collect images of substation construction
work, analyses and processes the binocular images of substation construction work and
completes the intelligent detection of the safe approach distance of construction equip-
ment (Figure 1). In addition, voice warnings are issued directly based on the recognition
results to quickly warn the operator of the risks, which effectively protects the safety of
electrical equipment.
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Figure 1. A framework for safe approach distance detection of substations’ large construction equip-
ment based on stereo vision and object detection. 
Figure 1. A framework for safe approach distance detection of substations’ large construction
equipment based on stereo vision and object detection.

Stereo matching methods based on deep learning only output parallax maps with
distance information and cannot be directly combined with object detection. In addition,
the simultaneous use of stereo matching algorithms and object detection algorithms is com-
putationally slow and cannot instantly identify operational risks. Therefore, the key to this
framework is the collaboration of the target detection algorithm with the stereo matching
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algorithm and the high speed and accuracy of the algorithm detection. Therefore, this paper
improves the YOLOv4 object detection [27] and AnyNet stereo matching algorithms [28]
based on GhostNet [29], depth-separable convolution [30] and ECANet (Efficient Channel
Attention Net) [31], and combines the scene 3D reconstruction technology to propose a
safe approach distance lightweight collaborative detection model for large construction
equipment based on stereo matching and object detection.

2.2. Method Flow

As shown in Figure 2, this method firstly calibrates the binocular camera and con-
structs a binocular camera mathematical model to provide a basis for subsequent stereo
matching and 3D reconstruction. Secondly, the stereo matching and object detection models
are trained by acquiring binocular images of substation operations. During the online
detection phase, firstly, the substation construction lightweight detection model realizes
the detection of large construction apparatus and electrical equipment. Secondly, the input
of the stereo matching model is the substation construction binocular image, the output is
the corresponding disparity map and the 3D point cloud information is obtained from the
substation construction disparity map using mathematical calculation. Finally, based on
the 3D information and the dynamic detection frame shape output by the object detection
network, the 3D point cloud center coordinates of the construction equipment and power
equipment are determined and the distance between the construction equipment and
power equipment is calculated, thus obtaining a lightweight collaborative detection model
for the safe approach distance of large construction equipment based on stereo matching
and target detection.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of safe approach distance detection of substations’ large construction equipment
based on stereo vision and object detection.

3. Lightweight Collaborative Detection Model for the Safe Approach Distance of
Large Construction Equipment Based on Object Detection and Stereo Matching

This paper presents a lightweight collaborative detection model for the safe approach
distance of large construction equipment, based on the improved YOLOv4 object detection
algorithm and the improved AnyNet stereo matching algorithm.
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3.1. GhostNet-Based Substation Construction Lightweight Detection Model

The purpose of improving the YOLOv4 model is to achieve the intelligent detection of
substation construction objects with different scenes, complex backgrounds and multi-state
features, while ensuring real-time joint recognition with stereo matching networks. This
paper replaces the backbone network of YOLOv4 with GhostNet, retaining the multi-scale
prediction part and using the Ghost module to reduce the depth network model parameters
and computational complexity. Secondly, this paper adds an attention mechanism ECANet
at the input of the neck network and feature fusion of YOLOv4. This mechanism assigns
higher weights to important features and proposes a GhostNet-based lightweight detection
method for substation construction. The model structure diagram is shown in Figure 3.
The “*” in the Figure 3 represents the number of modules.
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Figure 3. GhostNet-based lightweight inspection method for substation construction.

3.1.1. YOLOv4 Algorithm

The YOLOv4 algorithm is currently widely used in industry as a classical target
detection algorithm, and the network consists of the following three components:
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(1) The feature extraction backbone network uses the CSPDarkNet53 [32] based on the
residual structure. This structure balances the level of network computation in each
layer, increases the depth of information propagation, enhances the learning ability of
the convolutional network, and improves the accuracy of network feature extraction.

(2) The neck network uses spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [33] and the path aggregation
network (PANet) [34]. The SPP module performs a multi-scale maximum pooling
operation and links the feature maps as output to extract key contextual features. The
PANet structure adds a bottom-up feature propagation path based on the feature
pyramid network structure, making it easier for shallow features to propagate to
deeper layers of the network to achieve the target localization function.

(3) The head network utilizes the Complete IoU (CIoU) algorithm to obtain a more
stable detection frame, and the best predicted frame is retained by a non-extreme
suppression algorithm.

3.1.2. GhostNet-Based Lightweight Feature Extraction Network

As shown in Figure 4, the Ghost module first extracts features using 1 × 1 convolution.
Then, the extracted features are grouped and convolved to generate ghost feature maps,
and finally the result of fusing the ghost feature map with the initially extracted feature
information is output [29]. The Ghost module effectively reduces parameter size while
maintaining feature extraction capability.
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Considering the large number of parameters and slow computation of the YOLOv4
network, this paper first designs the Ghost_net module to store the Ghost model module,
as shown in Figure 5. The Ghost_net module with a step size of 1 mainly consists of two
Ghost model modules. The Ghost_net module with step size of 2 inserts a deeply separable
convolutional layer. In this paper, the Ghost_net module is used instead of the residual
module in the CSPx structure of the YOLOv4 backbone network.
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Furthermore, to accelerate computing, this paper uses depthwise separable convolu-
tion to lighten the SPP+PANet structure in YOLOv4. This kind of convolution includes
deep convolution and pointwise convolution, with a small number of parameters for high
quality feature maps.

3.1.3. ECANet-Based Fusion Network for Feature Extraction

ECANet is an efficient channel attention module for CNNs that uses a small number
of parameters to quickly extract cross-channel information [31]. To achieve information
interaction, ECANet applies a global average pool for feature compression in the spatial
dimension and outputs channel weights using a convolution of size 1 × k, as shown in
Figure 6.
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Considering the actual operational environment of substation construction, there is
a significant amount of invalid feature information in the images. These invalid features
may degrade the detection performance of the model. In this paper, to compensate for the
feature loss caused by the lightweight network and to avoid the degradation of detection
accuracy, the ECANet module is introduced to the neck network input phase and the feature
fusion phase of YOLOv4 applied to extract features in a targeted way, and the feature
information of power objects such as cranes, aerial work vehicles, insulators, equalizing
rings and bushings is enhanced. The network minimizes the impact of invalid background
information on network speed and accuracy, obtains more accurate features, improves
feature extraction expression, and achieves the high-precision and fast target detection of
substation construction work objects.

3.2. Lightweight Stereo Matching Model Based on Channel Attention

AnyNet uses 2D convolution to extract image features, utilizes a small amount of
3D convolution, and generates disparity matching in stages to achieve a balance between
computational speed and accuracy on low fractional rate images. However, this comes at
the cost of edge accuracy in stereo matching. Due to the high resolution, diverse scenes,
complex backgrounds, and polymorphic targets of the actual operating substation images,
AnyNet can only process the data at a slow speed and output a blurred depth map.

Based on the aforementioned issues, as shown in Figure 7, this paper built an effi-
cient feature extraction network based on AnyNet that serves as the foundation for the
subsequent fast and accurate matching cost calculation and disparity map prediction. The
improvement ideas presented in this paper are as follows: firstly, the 2D convolution of the
feature extraction network is replaced by the depthwise separable convolution to accelerate
the feature extraction speed; at the same time, the attention mechanism ECANet is added
to the output stage of the feature extraction network to obtain a richer and more accurate
feature map without compromising the feature extraction speed of the network. This
helps achieve a more accurate matching cost calculation in the disparity network, which
effectively improves the accuracy of stereo matching.
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Figure 7 shows the architecture of the stereo matching network in this paper. First,
the binocular images of the substation construction are processed by an efficient feature
extractor and this network outputs a multi-scale feature map. In the first stage, the model
computes only the lowest resolution feature map and generates a low-resolution disparity
map through the disparity network. In the subsequent stages, the model takes the higher
resolution feature map and distorts the right feature map with the disparity map generated
in the previous stage, generating a residual map through the disparity network that specifies
the disparity pixel correction values and corrects the existing disparity map at a higher scale.
By incrementally predicting the low scale disparity map to correct the higher scale features
and restore the resolution of the disparity map, the model improves the detection accuracy
step by step while increasing the detection speed as much as possible. Ultimately, it rapidly
obtains a high accuracy disparity map with pixel values in pixels for each position.

3.2.1. Efficient Feature Extraction Network

Figure 8 details an efficient feature extraction network proposed in this paper. The
network extracts multi-resolution feature maps through a U-Net network structure [35].
Lower resolution feature maps extract the global environment, while higher resolution
feature maps extract local details. For higher resolution feature maps, the deep and shallow
features are fused through a feature pyramid structure. These different resolution feature
maps are fed into the subsequent disparity network in stages 1–3.

In order to maintain the feature extraction ability of the model while improving
the speed of stereo matching, this paper uses depthwise separable convolution for fast
feature extraction. This paper also extracts cross-channel information through ECANet
after feature extraction. This enhances the receptive field of the feature extraction layer
and enriches the feature information of equipment such as large construction equipment,
voltage equalization rings, insulators, and the isolating switch. By enriching the feature
detail information, this method effectively improves the feature extraction expressiveness
and provides the basis for the subsequent accurate calculation of matching cost, ultimately
leading to an improvement in the stereo matching accuracy.
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3.2.2. Efficient Feature Extraction Network

The parallax network takes the feature maps of the incoming binocular images as
input and outputs the parallax maps. The network generates an initial parallax map in the
first stage and a corrected residual map in the subsequent stages. The specific steps are
as follows:

(1) Matching cost calculation: Based on the similarity of the corresponding pixels in
the left and right images, the network calculates the disparity cost. When the disparity
network receives a feature map of size H×W, it calculates the degree of matching between
the left image pixel (i, j) and the right image pixel (i, j− k) as the matching cost element
(i, j, k) based on Equation (1), and finally generates a matching cost of size H ×W × D,
where D is the maximum parallax considered in this paper.

Cijk =
∥∥∥PL

ij − PR
i(j−k)

∥∥∥
1

(1)

where the vectors PL
ij and PR

ij represent each pixel (i, j) in the left and right images, where
the αth dimension of the vector corresponds to the αth pixel (i, j) in the left and right image
feature maps.

(2) Matching cost optimization: Disparity networks use 3D convolutional layers to
refine the cost and reduce matching cost errors caused by issues such as blurred, occluded,
or unclearly matched objects.

(3) Disparity calculation: The disparity network utilized disparity regression to calcu-
late disparity values by calculating the cost-weighted average.

D̂ij =
M

∑
k=0

k×
exp

(
−Cijk

)
M
∑

k′=0
exp

(
−Cijk′

) (2)

(4) Residual prediction: By limiting the maximum disparity D to 5, the network
generates the corrected residual map to correct the existing disparity map. The network
first zooms in on the disparity map generated in step 1, and if the network predicts the
disparity of k for the left pixel (i, j), the network replaces left pixel (i, j) with pixel (i, j− k)
from each right feature map. The network adds the resulting residual disparity map to
the magnified disparity map from the previous stage. The matching cost of this stage is
calculated by Equation (3).

Cijk =
∥∥∥PL

ij − PR
i(j−k+2)

∥∥∥
1

(3)
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3.2.3. D Point Cloud Computing

The proposed method is mainly to convert the disparity map output from the stereo
matching model into the depth map through mathematical computation, and then im-
plement the coordinate system conversion to convert the depth map under the camera
coordinate system into 3D point cloud data under the world coordinate system. The 3D
point cloud data conversion workflow in the method proposed in this paper is as follows:

(1) By inputting the binocular image of the construction scene, the model proposed in
this paper outputs the predicted disparity map D̂ of the operational scene.

(2) On this basis, the depth map Zc of the left image of the substation construction
scene is calculated from the known camera parameters, as shown in Equation (4).

Zc =
f T
D̂

(4)

where Zc is the distance from the camera to each point in the scene; T is the horizontal
baseline distance between the left and right cameras; and f is the focal length of the camera.

(3) Based on the known depth information Zc of the left view and camera parameters,
all the pixels (u, v) of the operation scene left view are converted into 3D coordinates
(Xw, Yw, Zw) to realize the acquisition of 3D point cloud information of the substation
construction scene, as shown in Equation (5).

Xw
Yw
Zw
1

 =

[
R T
→
0 1

]−1
 fx 0 u0 0

0 fy v0 0
0 0 1 0

−1

Zc

 u
v
1

 (5)

where fx and fy are the aspects of a single pixel; (u0, v0) are the center coordinates of the
imaging surface of the binocular camera; and R and T are the rotation and offset matrices
of the external parameters of the camera.

3.3. Calculation of Distance between Large Construction Apparatus and Electrical Equipment

Based on the detection frame of construction equipment and electrical equipment
output from the model proposed in this paper, the calculation steps are as follows:

(1) Find 3D point clouds belonging to construction equipment and electrical equipment
based on target detection frames and 3D reconstruction results;

(2) By means of the calculated 3D coordinates of the surface centers of the construction
apparatus and the electrical equipment at two points (Xk, Yk, Zk) and (X, Y, Z), the formula
for calculating the safety distance is as follows:

d =

√
(Xk − X)2 + (Yk −Y)2 + (Zk − Z)2 (6)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Description of Experimental Data

The dataset for this paper is presented in Figure 9. Firstly, this paper used the publicly
available Scene Flow dataset [36] for model pre-training. This dataset contains 39,824 pairs
of RGB image pairs and corresponding dense disparity images with resolution of 960× 540,
and the ratio of training set to validation set is 9:1. Secondly, real binocular stereo images
were collected to build a sample library of substation construction scenes. This dataset
contains 2000 pairs of RGB image pairs of substation construction scenes and corresponding
disparity images with resolution of 1920 × 1080 and a depth range of 5~40 m, and the ratio
of the training set to the validation set is 4:1. The subsequent stereo matching model was
fine-tuned and the target detection model was trained and validated on this dataset.
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4.2. Description of Experimental Data

The training and testing platform configuration of this paper was Ubuntu 18.04,
and the graphics card was GTX3060 with 8 G memory. Meanwhile, this paper used the
literature [37] to calibrate the binocular camera, and the parameters of the binocular camera
used in this paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Binocular camera internal and external calibration parameters.

Calibrated Objects Left Camera Right Camera

Intrinsic matrix
1914.24 0 1110.47

0 1914.24 613.60
0 0 1

 1914.24 0 1110.47
0 1914.24 613.60
0 0 1


Distortion parameters

[
0 0 0 0 0

] [
0 0 0 0 0

]
Rotation matrix R

[
0 0 0 0 0

]
Translation matrix T

[
120.001 0 0

]
4.3. Performance Analysis of GhostNet-Based Substation Construction Lightweight
Detection Model

To verify the effectiveness of the GhostNet-based substation construction lightweight
detection model, the proposed method is compared with several object detection model
methods in an actual substation dataset.

4.3.1. Quantitative Analysis of the Dataset Test Results

Considering that the GhostNet-based substation construction lightweight detection
model was improved from the YOLOv4 model, this paper selected YOLOv4-tiny, MobileNetv3-
YOLOv4 and GhostNet-YOLOv4 lightweight object detection models for analysis and compar-
ison. The detection results of the different target detection models for power strip operations
are shown in Table 2. In this paper, the mean average precision(mAP), recall and frames per
second (FPS) processed by the model were chosen to measure the model performance.
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Table 2. Comparison of different target detection models for the identification of actual datasets for
banding operations.

Model
YOLOv4-Tiny MobileNetv3-YOLOv4 GhostNet-YOLOv4 The Proposed Model

AP (%) Recall (%) AP (%) Recall (%) AP (%) Recall (%) AP (%) Recall (%)

Identification
R

esults
(%

)

Equalizing ring 86 48.81 84 69.01 87 79.98 90 88.62
Bushing 79 50.20 75 77.60 87 61.33 92 91.95
Crane 75 64.23 79 60.14 86 79.24 89 91.83

Isolating switch 76 77.94 92 76.73 92 92.31 96 95.19
insulator 85 75.78 87 73.43 91 85.91 91 80.97

Aerial work vehicle 47 46.75 72 63.43 83 87.42 95 93.67
mAP (%) 74.67 81.50 87.67 92.16

Mean Recall (%) 60.62 70.05 81.01 90.37
FPS 92.913 35.349 34.182 31.351

As shown in Table 2, although YOLOv4-tiny improves the detection speed by reducing
one prediction branch pruning, and the MobileNetV3 module reduced the computational
complexity, the detection performance was poor. In contrast, the GhostNet module effec-
tively improved the recall rate and mAP values and reduced the number of parameters
and computational complexity. YOLOv4-tiny could achieve the fastest detection speed of
92.913 frames per second, which provided the best lightweight results among the four
algorithms. However, it also had the greatest impact on the model’s detection, with a
mAP of 74.67% and a recall rate of only 60.02%. Compared to the YOLOv4-tiny model, by
introducing the GhostNet module while retaining the three prediction branches, GhostNet-
YOLOv4 reduced the model detection speed by 61.86%, but improved mAP and the recall
rate by 23.42% and 49.08%. This allows the model detection performance to meet the
practical requirements and enables lightweight effects.

When the GhostNet module was introduced, the recall rate of Ghost-YOLOv4 for
bushing was only 61.33%, and the AP for aerial work vehicle was only 83%, which was poor
for some objects’ detection. For this reason, based on the Ghost-YOLOv4, the proposed
model in this paper introduces the ECANet module to improve the model detection
performance. Compared with Ghost-YOLOv4, the proposed model slightly increases the
model parameters and computational complexity by introducing the ECANet model, and
the detection speed decreases by 8.28%, but the introduction of the ECANet model enhances
the model detection ability, and the mAP and the recall rate increased by 5.12% and 11.55%,
respectively. Although the recall rate of the insulator decreased by 5.75%, the detection
performance for other detection objects increased significantly, and in particular the recall
rate of bushing increased by 49.92%, and the AP for aerial work vehicles increased by
14.45%, which fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the model proposed in this paper.

4.3.2. Qualitative Analysis of the Dataset Test Results

As shown in Figure 10, in this paper, the red box is used to circle the place where the
image monitoring effect is compared. Compared with the YOLOv4-tiny, MobileNetv3-
YOLOv4 and GhostNet-YOLOv4 models, the method proposed in this paper rarely missed
the detection of aerial trucks, insulators and bushings in the light complex scene, and
Figure 10d shows that only the model proposed in this paper did not miss the detection of
the bushings in the images of the lower left and lower right with the best detection effect,
which proves that this study used the lightweight transformation of the GhostNet module
and efficient extraction of features to improve the detection effect of the model.
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performance of the two models, which could only detect a small number of insulators, 
and at the same time, the equalizing ring could not be detected. Although GhostNet-
YOLOv4 tries to avoid performance loss when reducing the model parameters, it was not 
effective in detecting small target insulators and voltage-averaging rings, and the best de-
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As shown in Figure 11, the red box is used to circle the place where the image moni-
toring effect is compared. For the long-distance, small-target substation operation scenario,
YOLOv4-tiny, due to the lack of a prediction branch, and MobileNetv3-YOLOv4, due to the
excessive reduction of the model parameters, seriously affected the detection performance
of the two models, which could only detect a small number of insulators, and at the same
time, the equalizing ring could not be detected. Although GhostNet-YOLOv4 tries to avoid
performance loss when reducing the model parameters, it was not effective in detecting
small target insulators and voltage-averaging rings, and the best detection results are
shown in Figure 11d. In this study, the performance loss of the model parameter reduction
was reduced by adding the ECANet module to the model neck network to improve the
sensing field of the model’s feature extraction, and the detection results of the proposed
model in this paper significantly exceeded those of GhostNet-YOLOv4, which fully proves
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Figure 11. Test results of long-distance scenarios for substation construction work. (a) Test results with
YOLOv4-tiny. (b) Test results with MobileNetv3-YOLOv4. (c) Test results with GhostNet-YOLOv4.
(d) Test results with the model proposed in this paper.
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In summary, the proposed model maintained excellent detection performance in com-
plex lighting and long-distance substation construction scenarios, improved the detection
speed by reducing parameters through the GhostNet module, and extracted more useful
information in feature maps through the ECANet model, with high detection accuracy and
very few misses, and at the same time generated detection frames of appropriate size.

4.4. Performance Analysis of Lightweight Stereo Matching Models Based on Channel Attention

In this paper, the model was first pre-trained on the scene flow dataset. Next, the model
was optimally trained on the substation construction scene dataset. The traditional semi-
global stereo matching (SGBM) algorithm [38], the deep-learning-based non-real-time stereo
matching PSMNet algorithm [23] and the real-time stereo matching AnyNet algorithm [28]
were selected for experimental comparison with the proposed stereo matching algorithm
in this paper.

4.4.1. Quantitative Analysis of the Dataset Test Results

This paper evaluates the improved network using a metric commonly used in stereo
matching [39]; End point Error (EPE) represents the average European distance between
the predicted disparity and the ground true disparity over the entire area of the image, as
shown in Equation (7), and 3 pixel error (3 px) represents the percentage of pixels with a
match point error over 3, as shown in Equation (8). Their results on the banding operation
dataset are shown in Table 3.

EPE =
1
N ∑

(x,y)∈N

∣∣∣∣dest(x, y)− dgt(x, y)
∣∣∣∣

1 (7)

3 px error =
1
N ∑

(x,y)∈N

{∣∣∣∣dest(x, y)− dgt(x, y)
∣∣∣∣1 > 3

}
(8)

where N is the aspect of the set of all pixel points of the disparity image and dest(x, y) and
dgt(x, y) are the predicted disparity and ground true disparity of the pixel point (x, y).

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of the model proposed in this paper with other methods on
substation construction data.

Model EPE 3 px (%) FPS

SGBM 20.8 30.5 0.497
PSMNet 1.10 2.37 0.613
AnyNet 3.48 4.69 18.692

The model proposed
in this paper 2.29 3.48 24.701

From the comparison data in Table 3, it can be seen that the traditional stereo matching
model SGBM is the worst in both matching accuracy and detection speed; the AnyNet
detection speed reached 18.692 frames per second, which initially met the real-time demand,
but the detection performance was poorer, and in the error range greater than 3 px, the
computational error was 4.69%, and the EPE was 3.48 px. Compared to the real-time
stereo matching model AnyNet, the best performing PSMNet, although the 3 px error was
reduced by 49.47% and the EPE was reduced by 68.39%, the detection speed was reduced
by 96.72% to 0.613 frames per second, which could not meet the real-time demand.

In order to adapt to the real scenario of substation, based on AnyNet, this paper
introduced the ECANet module to enhance the feature extraction capability of the model
and improve the detection accuracy. Compared with the AnyNet model, the computational
error of the model proposed in this paper decreased by 25.80% to 3.48% and the EPE
decreased by 34.20% to 2.29 px within the error range of more than 3 px, which was
a significant performance improvement. Meanwhile, in order to improve the detection
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speed of the model, this paper introduced the depth separable convolution in the feature
extraction network and reduced the model parameters, which effectively improved the
computational speed of the model, and the detection speed was improved by 32.15%. The
above two performance improvements fully demonstrate the effectiveness of the model
proposed in this paper.

4.4.2. Quantitative Analysis of the Dataset Test Results

In this paper, the visualization of the stereo matching algorithm on the actual substa-
tion construction scene set is compared with other methods, as shown in Figures 12–15.
Among them, the disparity maps are all pseudo-color mapped, and the mapping relation-
ships are shown in Figure 12. In Figures 13–15, the red box is used to circle the place where
the image monitoring effect is compared.
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As Figure 13 shows, a qualitative comparison of the Scene Flow benchmark dataset
from the left image and the marked red boxes in the predicted parallax maps obtained
through the four networks can be analyzed. SGBM predicted mostly structural structures,
incomplete with interruptions; PSMNet predicted cars, walls, trees, and the ground com-
pletely, with more accuracy, sharp edges, and the best detection; and AnyNet obtained trees
that were all mixed up with the background pattern, and the ground gaps were unclear
and street lights matched incorrectly. Compared with the AnyNet method, the poles and
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trees obtained by the proposed method in this paper were more complete and accurate, and
the predicted edges of walls were sharp, accurately distinguishing between the foreground
and background, for slightly lower than the PSMNet detection effect. In regions with
irregular edges and complex textures, the parallax accuracy predicted by the proposed
method in this paper was higher, which could effectively improve the performance of the
stereo matching network.

As shown in Figure 14, in this paper, the red circle is used to mark the contrast area in
the image. PSMNet had the best detection performance for the parallax prediction of power
equipment such as insulators, aerial work vehicles and casings by retaining complete and
clear contours and details with clear and sharp edges. AnyNet reduced the utilization of
the 3D convolution and reduced the computational complexity, but had a poor detection
power for elongated and weakly textured regions. Casing and aerial trucks’ disparity
prediction was confused with the background pattern, the gap was not clear, and the
detection performance was difficult for practical needs.

As shown in Figure 15, in the substation scene with complex lighting, AnyNet had a
large misestimation area due to poor feature advance capability and low robustness; based
on AnyNet, the model proposed in this paper strengthens the feature extraction capability
and reduces the performance degradation brought by the reduction of 3D convolution
by introducing the ECANet module, as shown in the red box. The detection effect of the
model proposed in this paper could effectively reduce the misprediction effect compared
to that of As shown in the red box, the detection effect of the model proposed in this paper
could effectively reduce the error prediction compared to the AnyNet detection effect, and
at the same time, the parallax map could be predicted, although the prediction accuracy
was not enough in many details. The overall contour of the object, including the edge
part of the object, was well predicted to meet the requirements, and it had the appropriate
generalizability and feasibility.

In summary, the lightweight stereo matching model based on channel attention could
effectively capture cross-channel information and expand the perceptual field of feature
extraction, which gives the model better matching performance in slender structures
and weak texture regions. Furthermore, the model had excellent matching performance
for multi-scale targets in substation construction scenarios through depthwise separable
convolution, which significantly improved the model’s matching speed to about 24 FPS
while ensuring high matching accuracy.

4.5. Performance Analysis of a Lightweight Collaborative Detection Model for the Safe Approach
Distance of Large Construction Equipment Based on Stereo Matching and Target Detection

The proposed method was tested in a construction substation, and the effect of this
method process is shown in Figure 16. Firstly, the method was based on the substation
construction lightweight inspection model to achieve the detection of large construction
and power equipment. Meanwhile, the method utilized the lightweight stereo match-
ing model based on channel attention to generate a high-quality dense disparity map,
as illustrated in Figure 16B. Additionally, the method generated a depth map and a 3D
point cloud map through 3D reconstruction, as shown in Figure 16C. Subsequently, this
paper took the center of the target frame as the starting point, and took the mean value of
3D point clouds in the search box as the 3D surface center of the detection target; finally,
the geometric distance between the 3D surface center of the construction equipment and
power equipment was calculated to determine the safe approach distance to realize the
accurate real-time identification of the safety distance of construction equipment near elec-
tricity, as shown in Figure 16D. This method effectively guarantees the safety of substation
construction operations.
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At the same time, in order to verify the generalizability of the method proposed in this
paper, this paper tested the proposed method with other substation construction data, as
shown in Figure 17. It can be seen that the method proposed in this paper could effectively
obtain the scene 3D information (as shown in Figure 17B,C), and at the same time, the
method could effectively detect the safety distance between the power equipment and
the personnel (as shown in Figure 17D); the method has good generalizability and can be
adapted to a variety of electric power production environments.
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To verify the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed model in this paper, high-
precision laser rangefinder measurement data were adopted as the source of the real safety
distance of construction machinery. The accuracy of this method was measured using
absolute error and relative error, and five groups of test results are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Test data of the proposed method.

Test Number Real Distance/m Detection Distance/m Absolute Error/m Relative Error/%

1 15.53 16.01 0.48 3.09
2 24.36 23.99 0.37 1.52
3 31.12 33.35 2.23 7.16
4 19.35 18.57 0.78 4.03
5 26.42 25.57 0.85 3.21

In the testing environment of this paper, the method proposed in this paper could
detect 19.35 frames per second of binocular images, meeting the requirements of industrial-
level real-time performance. In this method, the average relative error was 3.80%, the
minimum absolute error was 0.37 m, the minimum relative error was 1.52%, the maximum
absolute error was 2.23 m, and the maximum relative error was 7.16% in the substation
construction environment for construction equipment safety distance calculation. This
method demonstrated high precision in the real-time detection of safe approach distances
for construction equipment.

The source of error of the method proposed in this paper has several aspects, including
the error of training data acquisition, the error generated by the calibration process of
the internal and external parameters of the camera, the error generated by poor stereo
matching of small targets at a long distance and by the power equipment, and factors such
as the ambient light, while, for example, as shown by the test number 3 data of the test
data in Table 4, the relative error in this test reached 7.16%, which was 88.42% higher than
the average relative error. This was due to the disadvantage of binocular stereo vision
techniques in long-distance disparity prediction, when the model detected small target
goals at long distances, in that, due to the small percentage of the target in the image,
there were fewer image features. Therefore, the model proposed in this paper is mainly for
ranging scenarios less than 25 m. Meanwhile, for example, as shown in the test number 4
of the test data in Table 4, the outdoor light was too strong to form the glare, so that the
substation object texture is lost, which improved the relative error by 6.1% compared to the
average relative error.

As shown in Table 5, the average relative error of the SGBM-based distance detection
method was 7.91%, which was not suitable for the substation safety approach distance
detection scenarios because of its low detection accuracy and detection speed. In addition,
the robustness of the method was poor in detecting long-distance targets. Reference [40]
achieved a higher accuracy of safety distance detection by laser point cloud data with an
average relative error of 2.33%, which was due to the need to collect point cloud data,
but the method was not sufficient for the real-time detection of new power equipment
added to the substation due to upgrading and remodeling, and it had low versatility.
Reference [41] realized the distance detection of electric vehicle charging holes based on
the SGBM method and the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature extraction
algorithm, but the method only identified a single charging hole target and for the close-
range simple scene less than 500 mm, and its relative error was 5.6%, which could not be
adapted to the long-distance complicated substation scenarios. The method proposed in
this paper has high detection efficiency, intelligently distinguishes between construction
vehicles and electric equipment, has a relative error of only 3.802% in a distance range of
less than 30 m, shows a strong robustness and generalization ability in the face of different
substation near-electricity operation scenarios, and has real-time detection capability.
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Table 5. Performance comparison of distance detection methods.

Method Technical Tools Mean Absolute
Error/m

Mean Relative
Error/%

Whether It Can
Be Detected in

Real Time

Whether to Support
Multiple Scenes

Reference [40] Stereo matching 0.005 7.91 No Yes
Reference [41] LIDAR + 3D reconstruction 0.0818 2.33 No No
Reference [18] Stereo matching + object identification 0.00112 5.60 No Yes
The method
proposed in
this paper

Stereo matching + object detection 0.942 3.802 Yes Yes

Overall, the proposed lightweight collaborative detection model based on stereo
matching and target detection is a general method for detecting the safe approach distance
of large construction equipment in substations. This method only requires real operation
data of substation construction for training. The approach presented in this paper can
effectively supervise the safety distance of construction equipment near electricity in real-
time, with a high detection accuracy and speed when detecting the binocular images of
substation construction operations.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

For the actual substation construction site, the main risks are mostly instantaneous
collisions with equipment, high operational risk, difficulty in control, blind areas in control
and other related issues. This paper proposes a substation large construction equipment
safe approach distance detection method based on stereo vision and object detection, and
the conclusions are as follows:

(1) A lightweight collaborative detection model for the safe approach distance of large
construction equipment based on stereo vision and target detection is established.
The method realizes the recognition of power equipment and construction vehi-
cles through the object detection model, and converts the stereo-matching-model-
perceived disparity data into 3D point cloud data to realize the object localiza-
tion. The method intelligently distinguishes and localizes power equipment and
construction vehicles in real time, thus calculating a safe approach distance for
construction vehicles.

(2) The test results show that the GhostNet module can effectively reduce the computa-
tional complexity and improve the computational speed, and the ECANet module
can effectively improve the feature extraction ability of the model, both of which can
effectively improve the detection performance of the model, and it is suitable for the
safety distance detection of substation construction vehicles.

(3) For the dataset, after comparing the performance analysis of different models, a
GhostNet-based substation construction lightweight detection model had a higher
detection performance (detection speed was 31.351 frames per second, mAP was
92.16%, the recall rate was 90.37%). A lightweight stereo-matching model based on
channel attention likewise had a better detection performance (detection speed of
24.701 frames per second, EPE of 2.29 pixels, 3 px error of 3.48%).

(4) The results show that a lightweight collaborative detection model has been proposed
for the safe detection of approach distances for large construction equipment with
a good detection effect, and is jointly composed of the target detection and stereo
matching models proposed in this paper. The detection speed of this method is
19.35 frames per second, with an average relative error of only 3.802%.

In this paper, better detection results have been achieved through experimental tests.
However, this model is poor for the distance detection of substation scenes larger than
30 m, due to the image target being too small for the stereo matching model, making target
feature extraction difficult; at the same time, this model’s outdoor environment anti-glare
ability is poor, and strong glare will result in the loss of the target texture. The stereo
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matching ability has poor stereo matching accuracy for small targets at long distances and
glare areas, which will be addressed in future research.
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